JOURNAL OF ARNOLD BENNETT
Yacht Ckib, London, Thursday, March 22nd.
I had neuralgia a lot yesterday. Went to see M. in the morning,
I curiously enjoyed going to A.B.C. in Piccadilly at noon for
hot milk and a sandwich. To-night, though, I have bought a
first edition of an evening paper in order to read the morning's
news over again. This is almost indispensable to a morning
visit to an A.B.C.
I bought the new Conrad, " The Shadow Line ".   Good.
Yacht Club, London, Friday, March
To-day I began to find ideas for second part of my London
novel, while spending most of the morning at barber's and in
meditation in library of Reform Dub. Much good political and
military converse with Wells, Gardiner, and Massingham after
lunch at Reform, and a solitary afternoon here.
I finished Conrad's " The Shadow Line " last night. A short
story disguised as a novel. Very good, but a certain anti-
climax where the climax ought to be.
Yacht Club, London, Saturday, March 24th.
Dined with Sir W. Weir (Director of Air Supply), Major Weir
(Flying Staff, W.O.) and Richmond, at Savoy, after spending
jr hour in the Angelica Kaufiman room at Weir's flat.
They began to try to startle me right off. Weir and Richmond
said that the labour situation was acutely bad. Tyne strike
not better. Men out at Barrow, and men out at 3 or 4 small
factories that worked for Weir. The strikes were not officially
countenanced by Trades Unions ; the organisation alien (U.S.A.)
working through shop stewards, etc.
The Barrow men were stopped by men they knew a long way
from their shops, and they obeyed the order to strike. The
orders were mainly transmitted, not by post, but by motor-
bicycle, The Government knew all about it, as the Trades
Unions had told them everything as fast as they learnt it.
After very long faces, both Weirs and Richmond said that
though it might be very awkward, it couldn't be permanently
serious, as the men generally being honest and patriotic would
not stand for it. Also that to catch hold of a few leaders (who
were simply seditious) would do a lot to stop it. Then I was
told of a new invention of a Roumanian, Constantinesco, for
the transmission of power by means of an elastic fluid. This
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